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The Senate Environment Committee favorably reports Senate Bill
No. 1756 with committee amendments.

This bill, the "Underground Storage Tank Finance Act," would
create a loan and grant program to fund the upgrade and closure of
underground storage tanks and any necessary remediation resulting
therefrom.  The program would be funded by moneys dedicated in the
State Constitution for those purposes pursuant to the newly adopted
Constitutional amendment. 

This bill, as amended, appropriates the first of the dedicated
moneys, $9.9 million, to the newly created Petroleum Underground
Storage Tank Remediation, Upgrade, and Closure Fund.  The fund, to
be administered by the New Jersey Economic Development Authority,
would be used to give loans and grants to eligible owners and
operators for the upgrade or closure of underground storage tanks or
for the remediation of a discharge therefrom.  Eligible owners and
operators must have 10 or fewer tanks, have a net worth of less than
$2 million, and be unable to obtain a commercial loan. Homeowners
would also be eligible for loans and grants to clean up discharges from
underground storage tanks that store heating oil based on their ability
to repay.  Finally, public entities would be eligible for financial
assistance as well.   Loans or grants for upgrades will be available for
regulated tanks only.

Interest free loans would be made available to governmental
entities and loans at between 2% and the Prime Rate would be made
available to private parties depending on the recipient’s ability to
repay.  Loans would be available to an eligible commercial owner or
operator who can demonstrate the inability to obtain a commercial
loan but can still demonstrate the ability to repay a loan from the fund.
The loans would be for a 10 year term with a $1 million cap per
facility.

The bill makes grants available to persons with a net worth no
greater than $100,000 or an income of no more than $100,000.
Further, a grant may only be awarded to an applicant who cannot
repay a loan.  Any part of the financial assistance that a person can
repay will be given as a loan with the remainder given as a grant.  A
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grant recipient must stay  in business for 15 years or a portion of the
grant must be repaid.  The portion that must be repaid will decrease
each year beginning in the tenth year after the grant is awarded.
Beginning in the tenth year and each year thereafter, twenty percent of
the amount of the grant forgiven so that by the fifteenth year the entire
amount of the grant is forgiven.  At this point the grant would never
have to be repaid even if the grant recipient no longer stays in
business. 

The bill gives funding priority to 1) environmental need; 2)
upgrade and remediation of federally regulated tanks; 3) closure and
remediation of federally regulated tanks;  3) upgrade and remediation
of State regulated tanks; 4) remediations of unregulated tanks; and 5)
closure of State regulated tanks.  The bill, as amended, would set aside
ten percent annually to fund remediations for owners or operators of
residential heating oil tanks.  Applicants for this financial assistance
would be eligible notwithstanding their ability to qualify for a
commercial loan.

The bill prevents enforcement actions from being taken for failure
to upgrade and remediate if a person applies for financial assistance
and is waiting for it to be provided.  If an application for financial
assistance is denied, the authority to take enforcement action is
restored.  Also, enforcement action may be taken even when an
application is pending in the case of a knowing discharge that may
result in a serious threat to the environment.

The bill also requires the owner of an upgraded tank to obtain
evidence of financial responsibility, requires owners of tanks that do
not have such evidence to pay a surcharge, and provides that the New
Jersey Spill Compensation Fund will not serve as such evidence once
a tank has been upgraded.

The committee amendments:
(1)  change the eligibility criteria for commercial owners or

operators from those with 25 or fewer tanks and a net worth of no
more than $10 million to those with 10 or fewer tanks and a net worth
no greater than $2 million;

(2)  eliminate certain requirements in the application process;
(3)  alter the priority system to provide funding for closure and any

necessary remediation of a tank regulated pursuant to the federal law
as the third priority;

(4) set aside one tenth of the amount annually appropriated for
loans and grants to remediate discharges from residential heating oil
tanks;

(5)  change the upper interest rate that EDA may charge from the
Federal Discount Rate to the Prime rate;

(6)  allow for the enforcement against a regulated tank owner for
failure to upgrade or close a regulated tank or failure to maintain
evidence of financial responsibility upon the denial of an application
for financial assistance or in the case of a knowing discharge that may
result in a serious threat to the environment; 
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(7)  increase the appropriation from $8 million to $9.9 million; 
and

(8)  make numerous other technical and procedural changes.


